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About This Game

Interplanetary is a turn-based strategic artillery game on a cosmic scale. Develop your home planet and use massive
barrages to wage war on a galactic battlefield.

It's an arms race with each planet developing increasingly powerful weapons. Gigantic railgun batteries are the backbone of any
interplanetary arsenal, but the cunning use of missiles and precision lasers may just hold the key to victory. Strategic build

patterns, upgrades and defense structures might keep your vital installations standing long enough to give you an edge, but it's
only a matter of time until all but one will fall.

Sometimes, your greatest foe is the planetary system itself! Don't let the unpredictable gravitational changes get the better of
you—observe your surroundings, use them to your advantage, and blast your enemies back to the Stone Age!

Key Features

●Challenge your friends in hotseat or online matches, or fight skirmishes against the AI.
●Build and manage your planet's infrastructure.

●Gather resources and decide the most efficient use for them.
●Research and develop increasingly futuristic technologies.

●Spy on your enemies to reveal the weak points of their infrastructure.
●Use your artillery constructions to aim across the planetary system, avoiding other celestial bodies and their gravity.

●Fire your railguns, missiles and beam weapons to annihilate the enemy and claim the planetary system for your civilization!
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Why So Enhanced?

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition, is a revised version of the original Interplanetary.
The no longer supported original is included in the Enhanced Edition for free, for the purposes of historical preservation and

(hopefully) flattering comparison.

The Enhanced Edition features include: Online AI Bots, Elliptic Orbits, Quick Targeting Mode, New Buildings, rebalancing and
general fixes and improvements across the board.
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Title: Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Team Jolly Roger
Publisher:
Team17 Digital Ltd
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: DualCore AMD/Intel 2.3 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD HD 7700 Series, 1 GB VRAM or Nvidia/Intel equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1024 MB available space

English,German,French,Russian
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very decent despite the fact that is is an old game. A very rich storyline too. It's a shame that the manual is not included. Also
there does not seem to be the sequal, Kingdom Shadoan. Hopefully, it could be released here. Well acctualy this is a space
shooter. So you shoot things.. in space but....
I did a fews mission, and unpleasant things bumped into my head...
you are some guy that fly around the solar system planet.. and all of thems have an asteroid belt around it....

- Graphics.
They are nice, because space is awesome.. that's the strong point of the game, and acctualy graphics doesn't do everything

- Gameplay
Its just correct.. and by correct i really mean "only correct"
You won't have anytroubles with the control in the game, they will come instantely

- music \/ sound
Well... the music let's say.. i only did fews mission and.. i droped because of this, this soundtrack is....
i'm not going to say. bad that's wrong... no wait... its bad.. The same song for like 3-4 mission.... and the song is reptitive as hell..
Hope this game have more than 1 mission music..
More than that it doesn't fit at all with this type of game..
Voice well, turn it off... seriously.. turn the voice off !
As for the sound effect. pew pew pew.

- Overall
I'm not going to thumbs up this game because its just a game that everyone will forgot in 2 days. I'm not going to thumbs down
either because its not that bad .. there's no horizontal tumbs..... and the price is very decent.
But this game have something wrong ... generaly shooters (ex gradius , thunderforce ect) are repetitive.. but in a good way. this
game seem repetitive in the bad way... awesome awesome awesome. r.i.p vinnie and dimebag. The game is good.. One of the
best games I've ever played, I highly recommend it. This is a true Ace Combat worthy title.. I drove to work on Friday and I
realized I had a half day...as I was heading in the parking garage I found myself running around with a shotgun and M-16 killing
zombies.. Top down omnidirectional shooter with a variety of settings that runs even on lower end computers. Would
recommend. Oh wait, I just did.
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They don't lie.. Kay.

So this game is a pure walking sim, no denial about that. The missions lack ergonomy, for example you can't look back to your
objective, it's displayed once by tier of progression and then have fun trying to remembering it.

The world is gorgeous, it's really good in his NoirPunk style, even if some textures and lighting reflections are kinda weird.

The gameplay itself is pretty horrible, nothing much aside basic and limited interaction and the absence of subtitle options
combined with the low sound quality of the voicelines really punish the experience.

Story-wise, i'm not very interested in the characters, the world is really weird and contains more than meets the eye but i'm
discouraged since mission 3 that i can't even recall the goal, because of the cons i mentioned above.

Buy it with a warning, it's a great museum but a bad game.. Its like Alien hallway...but its Maplestory!. Love this game, and
super excited for the DLC, but can't get it to install. I've cleared my download cache and changed my region, neither worked,
can anybody help me out?. Islanders is a minimalist puzzle\/strategy game themed around city building. It's less accurate to call
this a city builder or a city sim, since you're not simming anything, though the result is a built city. There are no resources, no
disasters, no needs to attend to. Your focus is entirely on creating building synergies with the space allotted to you in the
randomly generated islands.

The gameplay loop is simple: You start off by choosing a pack of buildings. You place these buildings, which synergize
positively and negatively both with the environment and other buildings, and gain points. At point thresholds you unlock a new
choice of buildings, and the loop continues. With every loop you expand your building options, and get a random set of
buildings among those you've already picked. In this way, you can guide how your city grows - if you put off picking lumber
camps, you'll never see lumber camps until the very end. If you pick city buildings very early, you can expect to see many many
houses and mansions. There's a level of strategy involved even from the very beginning: Groups of buildings want to be near
each other, and away from other building types. Circuses want to be near houses and breweries, and jewelers want to be near
gold mines and mansions, but want to be far away from houses. Towers want to be near as many parks, fields, and residentials as
possible, and warehouses want to be near all your industry buildings and markets, which themselves want to be near as many
houses and mansions as possible.

The more you play the game, the better you get at carving space out for all your districts, and the aesthetics arise naturally,
creating satisfying combos, and very aesthetic looking cities. There's a variety of islands to build on, from temperate, to snow, to
ruins-filled, to tiny islets that you connect with plateaus and bridges. Each has their own challenges and building preferences, so
your progression through he "technology tree" differs every map, changing up how your cities look and grow.

When you reach a sufficient point barrier, you can begin again on a newer, slightly bigger island, from scratch. You then have to
meet a slightly higher point threshold to continue to the island after that, which is a little bigger, and a little bigger, and so on.
You continue until you don't reach the threshold needed to unlock a new pack of buildings, and when you also do not have a
new island to go to. Your score is tallied up, and you begin again anew.

The game is enjoyable and relaxing. the only frustrating points for me are being one or two pixels off being able to fit a building
where I'd hoped. The game is entirely gridless, so it's possible to really hyper engineer exact placement,s but in the same way,
it's possible to be just a few pixels short of fitting something in the perfect spot, which can be maddening.

The game tickles my aesthetic love of city builders but doesn't ask that I be any good at them, it just asks me to get points. I
suck at infrastructure, roads, handling disasters, sticking fire stations everywhere... but points I can do, and I'm rewarded with
new and creative city designs on every island.

Strong recommend for people who like relaxing puzzly games that do require a bit of thought. Not super brain-burny, but
enough to need foresight if you want to maximize scores and get to the really big metropolis island.. Bought at 90% off this is
about acceptable, but at full price its quite poor.

The game involves leap frogging dots around a grid to get one particular dot to a finishing point. The puzzle idea itself is pretty
solid and I could see some interesting things come from it, but this implementation has numerous problems.
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-The music is repetative and loops after a minute or two, so you get the same song doing the same things over and over to a
maddening degree even within the short time it took to complete the game.
-Early levels are bugged in that you can finish them in the move limit and not get your three stars.
-There is a lack of mechanics, basically dots you can flip over, cant flip over, or that disappear after one flip. You get those
mechanics near the start and thats all you get, it seems like this kind of game could have had a lot of other creative mechanics
and its a wasted opportunity.
-Perhaps one of the reasons for the lack of mechanics is that the level design appears to be almost non-existant, as if the dots
were just randomly placed in most cases.
-That all plays in to the fact that after a few levels where you have to be careful to get the move limit the limits become almost
nonsensically large, again like the design just picked them so no testing would be required. Id take blatently awful paths moving
dots around in the shortest jumps possible and still be literally dozens of moves under the 3 star limit.

The whole thing feels like a game that the developer got bored of half way through, threw together random levels and pushed it
out for whatever money they could get for it. Its a shame, because it had some promise.

Developer Interview:

Hey everyone,

Over on Team17.com we've been celebrating the release of our 100th game, sci-fi platformer PLANET ALPHA, by
interviewing the developers behind each of our past releases.

Last week, we spoke to Team Jolly Roger about the making of Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition. So if you'd like to read a brand
new interview and find out how your favourite intergalactic artillery game was made then CLICK HERE[www.team17.com].

Hungry for more info on Team17 releases, including other sci-fi games like Genesis Alpha One, then why not sign up to our
newsletter[www.team17.com].. Save 66% on Interplanetary Enhanced Edition on Steam Winter Sale:
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The Holidays season is here, and we’re happy to announce that Interplanetary Enhanced Edition is 66% off on Steam Winter
Sale!
Until January 4th, you can treat yourself or your friends to a copy of the game.

Mushroom Crusher Extreme, a the retro-styled arcade/action game we helped making, is also on on sale with a 50%
discount—for 3,99$ / 3,99€.

Happy Holidays, everyone!
. Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update 1.55.2083 - Improved Performance and Discord Integration:
In the midst of heavy Worbital development, we’ve managed to set aside some time for an Interplanetary update, consisting of a
few game fixes. The main point of this update is improving the overall performance of the game.

Another noticeable new thing, as the title states, is the Discord integration. Now you can invite people to play Interplanetary
with you through Discord.

See the full changelog:

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update 1.55.2083 - December 4th, 2018. Interplanetary Update 1.54.2030 - Repair All and
Status Update:
Just a little patch to bring on the holiday cheer! Nothing massive, but the hero of this update is the much-requested "Repair
All"-feature.

It's something we've wanted to implement for a long time, but it was always tacked on alongside other similar features that were
somewhat costly to develop. But, since Christmas is approaching, we thought what the heck, let's just make a simple, separate
version of it for all to enjoy. Hope you'll like it!

In other news, we're now going full steam ahead with our new project, Worbital, approaching the first playable version. As for
the future Interplanetary updates, we still have some things on our internal wishlist that we'd like to get into the game. With
Worbital now taking the bulk of our development time, it's hard to make concrete promises or solid timelines, but whenever we
get the chance to pull some resources into Interplanetary updates, we will gladly do so. Not ready to call it quits yet! Keep the
feedback coming, we'll do what we can, when we can!
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Happy Holidays from TJR!

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update 1.54.2030 - December 19th, 2017. Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Patch
1.55.2090:
Jolly Friday to you, everyone! We've just put out a patch with a few fixes. See the full changelog below.

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update 1.55.2090 - December 14th, 2018. Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update
1.54.2060 - GDPR:
Due to the European Union GDPR regulations, Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition now offers the option to opt-out of all
analytics data collection done by the game. You can opt-out and view your data from the link in the Options menu.

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition collects non-personally identifiable gameplay data to help improve the gameplay experience.

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update 1.54.2060 - May 25th, 2018. Every Team17 game discounted in the Steam
Summer Sale!:
It’s that time of year again… The Steam Summer Sale!

This time, every single Team17 game has been discounted by up to 90%! That includes fan favourites like Overcooked, The
Escapists 2 and Worms W.M.D! It includes Early Access mega hit My Time At Portia! And it even includes our most recent
releases, RAGING JUSTICE and Yoku’s Island Express!

For the full list of games and their discounts, make sure to head to our brand new Steam Creator Page where you can also find
some handy lists to help you decide which Team17 game is for you!
. Team17 Steam Publisher Sale!:
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It’s been a busy week here at Team17 Towers! Overcooked! 2 launched last Tuesday, Sword Legacy: Omen was released this
Monday, Forged Battalion has just come out of Early Access and now… We’ve decided to put almost everything we have on
Steam on sale! There’s even an extra game in there that we didn’t publish. How ace is that?

In total, you’ll find 75 items on sale from August 14th – 17th 2018 with discounts of up to 90% across the likes of Worms,
Overcooked, The Escapists, Alien Breed, Yooka-Laylee and early access title My Time At Portia! In amongst these sales you’ll
also find launch discounts for Sword Legacy: Omen and Forged Battalion as well as 10% off pre-orders on PLANET ALPHA
Deluxe Edition!

Check out the full list of discounts below and make sure to check our Publisher Sale Page before August 17th to take advantage.

Alien Breed 2: Assault- 80%

Alien Breed 3: Descent - 80%

Alien Breed Trilogy - 90%

Alien Breed: Impact - 80%

Aven Colony - 70%

Aven Colony – Cerulean Vale - 50%

Aven Colony – Soundtrack - 50%

Beyond Eyes - 75%

Dangerous Golf (Published by Three Fields Entertainment) - 75%
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Flockers - 90%

Forged Battalion (Released from Early Access Discount) - 20%

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition - 75%

LA Cops - 75%

Lethal VR - 75%

Light - 90%

Mugsters - 25%

My Time at Portia - 20%

Overcooked - 75%

Overcooked – The Lost Morsel - 75%

Overruled! - 75%

Overruled! (4 for the price of 3 Friends Pack) - 75%

Penarium - 75%

PLANET ALPHA (Pre-order Discount) - 10%

RAGING JUSTICE - 40%

Sheltered - 75%

Sword Legacy: Omen (Launch Discount) - 20%

The Escapists - 75%

The Escapists + The Escapists: The Walking Dead Deluxe - 75%

The Escapists – Alcatraz - 66%

The Escapists – Duct Tapes are Forever - 66%

The Escapists – Escape Team - 66%

The Escapists – Fhurst Peak Correctional Facility - 66%

The Escapists 2 - 45%

The Escapists 2: Big Top Breakout - 25%

The Escapists 2: Dungeons and Duct Tape - 25%

The Escapists 2: Season Pass - 25%

The Escapists 2: The Glorious Regime - 25%
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The Escapists 2: Wicked Ward - 25%

The Escapists: The Walking Dead - 75%

The Escapists: The Walking Dead Deluxe - 75%

Worms - 75%

Worms Armageddon - 80%

Worms Blast - 75%

Worms Clan Wars - 80%

Worms Clan Wars 4-Pack - 80%

Worms Crazy Golf - 75%

Worms Pinball - 75%

Worms Reloaded - 80%

Worms Reloaded – GOTY - 80%

Worms Reloaded – GOTY Upgrade - 75%

Worms Reloaded Fort Booster Pack - 75%

Worms Reloaded Puzzle Pack - 75%

Worms Reloaded Retro Pack - 75%

Worms Reloaded Time Attack Pack - 75%

Worms Reloaded: The “Pre-order Forts and Hats” DLC Pack - 75%

Worms Revolution - 80%

Worms Revolution – Customization Pack - 75%

Worms Revolution – Funfair - 75%

Worms Revolution – Mars DLC - 75%

Worms Revolution – Medieval Tales - 75%

Worms Revolution – Season Pass - 75%

Worms Revolution 4-pack - 80%

Worms Revolution Gold - 80%

Worms Ultimate Mayhem - 80%
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Worms Ultimate Mayhem – Customization Pack - 75%

Worms Ultimate Mayhem – Deluxe Edition - 75%

Worms Ultimate Mayhem – Four Pack - 75%

Worms Ultimate Mayhem – Multiplayer Pack - 75%

Worms W.M.D - 66%

Worms World Party Remastered - 80%

Yoku’s Island Express - 33%

Yooka-Laylee - 70%

Yooka-Laylee Digital Artbook - 66%

Yooka-Laylee Digital Deluxe Edition - 70%

Yooka-Laylee Soundtrack - 70%

. Join Team Jolly Roger's Official Discord Server:
Hey, Interplanetarists!

This week we've launched the official Team Jolly Roger Discord server which has dedicated chats for all of our games,
including Interplanetary!

Join the server to follow updates or find other interplanetarists to play with: https://discord.gg/fQTR8Ps

Have a nice weekend, everyone!. Team17 - 100th Game Celebration:
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With the release of PLANET ALPHA on 4th September 2018, Team17 will have released 100 games! This landmark includes
games developed and/or published here at Team17, ranging from our early Amiga days with the likes of Alien Breed, Body
Blows and Project X, through the explosion in popularity of the Worms series, our work-for-hire period on franchises like
Lemmings and Leisure Suit Larry right through to the modern age and our indie games label featuring The Escapists,
Overcooked and Yooka-Laylee!

https://youtu.be/CfGBMGPl_5s

Our celebration begins today with the retrospective video above, as well as a new trailer for PLANET ALPHA, available to pre-
order now with a 10% discount!

There's more to come too! Keep an eye on Team17's Facebook[www.facebook.com] and Twitter channels for more activities
throughout the year, including behind-the-scenes retropspectives, competitions and fun with friends!

What's your favourite Team17 game of all time? Why not join us in the official Team17 Discord[discord.gg] server and let us
know?
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